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Abstract: According to National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB) 

report, accidents due to Fire has been ranked fifth it’s up by three 

positions from the last year’s ranking and accidents due to fire 

killed more human lives and lead to property loss. Due to 

explosive accidents, it revealed that loads, for example, the effect 

of essential sections, and effect of optional parts, and pressure by 

reflective and blast waves are generated and it collapses the whole 

structure. To overcome the damages due to fire accidents, 

strengthening of members, protection to the structure, design the 

structural member as a more adequate to resist the blast load and 

design the structure as a blast resistant may be good. In this paper, 

various structural members due to blast load and the numerical 

methods to persist the blast load behaviour are reviewed. The 

behaviours of various type of concrete under blast load were 

discussed. Based on the review, it may be concluded that to avoid 

explosive collapse the structural member has to be designed to 

withstand the blast waves and utilization of adaptable type 

materials which was light in weight result by decreasing transfer 

of energy and less strength, less ductile fibres mixed into the 

concrete will give blast performance to the concrete. 

 
Keywords: Blast Resistant Structure, Blast Loading, Field Blast 

Test, Fibre Reinforced Concrete.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Production of structures from blast exploding has an ever 

increasing number of considerations because of the 

expanding number of coincidental blasts and bomb blast by 

anti-humanities. Explosive of blast had an inbuilt capacity of 

releasing high power in a short time, which results in various 

reactions and failures to the structure. As per the National 

Crime Record Bureau (NCRB) report, different un-common 

reasons for death instances of flame mishaps are recorded. It’s 

also observed that a sum of 1.21 lakh fire accidents of 

different kinds was occurred in the nation and guaranteeing 

more than 1.13 lakh lives from 2010-2014. Also, 18,450 

instances of fire accidents were accounted for in 2015 which 

harmed 1,193 and killed 17,700. The fire has been positioned 

fifth, up by three positions from the most recent year's 

positioning. At the point when in Fireworks industries, during 

the assembling procedure of security matches and crackers, 

explosive accidents happen every now and again, bringing 

about overwhelming misfortunes of life of human, 

misfortunes of materials, wounds to labourers and cash. The 

quantity of fatal and non-deadly mishaps announced that 

almost 500 people groups were passed on and 10,000 were 
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harmed throughout the previous 15 years and breakdown of 

structure about 300 structures and 10 billion rupees of 

property loss. A blast in a structure produces four sorts of 

burdens viz. effect of essential sections, the effect of optional 

parts, pressure by reflection and blast waves. At the point 

when the blast accidents are happening, it results in the human 

live loss and the framework of a building, (Ramasamy and 

anumohan 2013). The accidents of people’s were not handiest 

by using the unplanned blast, yet in addition, because of the 

breaking down and fracture of roofs and walls, breaking of 

home windows, and fractional/entire breakdown of the 

structures. The livelihoods of peoples are affected by lack of 

continuity in manufacturing. The structural engineer must 

take responsibility for decreasing constructing harms related 

to the accidents of the blast and hold up the response resist of 

the power. Additionally, it's far essential to control accidents 

caused by demolishing of fragment rubbish. It could be 

accomplished in the perfect way of choosing suitable 

materials for development and structural proportioning. 

Based on the literature reviewed, the reduction of calculated 

loads helps to avoid ordinary reflection. And the ways to 

secure the blast wave were summarized into 4 primary classes 

including the structure strengthening, resistance and shield to 

resist blast, (Sekar et al. 2012).  An effort has been committed 

to exerting material behaviours and structure protection to 

give better protection against blast. This paper present in the 

compilation of improving the protection of structures against 

blast through designing blast resistant members such as slabs, 

columns, beams, walls and panels with alternative materials 

and additions. The blast resistant structures will be designed 

as per the codal provisions of Indian standards. Criteria for 

blast resistant design of structures as per IS 4991 must be 

taken into consideration while designing. 

II.  BLAST LOADING 

A. Slab 

Kuang et al. (2011) examined the RC rectangular slabs 

exposed to explosive by modelling of unbending 

inflexible-plastic and they observed the failure of 

reinforcement and support bending restraints. Failure pattern 

and dynamic response due to explosives are sketched out. 

Thiagarajan et al. (2015) studied the reaction and behaviour 

of HSC and NSC which was reinforced by vanadium alloy 

and steel under explosive using shock tube. Li et al. (2015) 

completed the contact blast tests on seven slabs and found that 

UHPC slabs were superior in explosive objection. The impact 

of spacing of longitudinal reinforcement and depth of slab 

against spalling of the UHPC slabs was explored and 

solutions of accessible methods by empirical models were 

found. All fragments coming out because of the explosives are 

gathered and investigated by the sieve. 
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Wang et al. (2013) found the various severe damages due 

to spall of RC square slabs, by blast test in close-in 

environment, and their numerical model was utilized to check 

the test results. Coughlin et al. (2010) found FRC vehicle 

barriers blast resistance and damage caused to the specimen, 

the amount of flying debris was controlled by fibre addition. 

Foglar et al. (2013) led the blast performance of steel fibre 

which has a less strength and less ductile, and their blend with 

polypropylene fibres on the blast test. And also they examined 

the consolidated impact of varies concrete quality. They 

conducted the test utilizing 25 kg TNT charge on slabs of size 

0.3 x 1.5 x 6 m which was precasted. Ohtsu et al. (2007) 

explored the failure response in dynamic of FRC slabs both 

experimentally and analytically. And a decrease in spall 

volume failure and average dia were increased the toughness 

in flexure. Garfield et al. (2011) studied the resistance of 

normal concrete and FRC with synthetic fibre against 

explosives by testing square slabs of 1.2m size. A steel 

reinforcement and glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) 

plates were utilized to retrofit the slab and examined. Wu et 

al. (2009) seen that retrofitted RC specimen with CFRP plates 

on both the faces was outperformed well in the air blast test 

when they conducted the blast test on 2 RC specimens. 

Li et al. (2016) examined the static and field blast in the 

close-in environment on RC slabs with various types of 

reinforcement. Static tests were completed to acquire the 

performance with various increments of fibre in the slab. 

Moreover, to examine the field tests phenomenon based on 

Multi-Material ALE and Lagrangian calculation, a numerical 

study was completed. Yusof et al. (2010) displayed results of 

explosive resistance behaviour of RC specimens which was 

one-way and simply supported plates with dimensions of 

0.6x0.6x0.1 m by a 1 kg charge at the standoff of 0.6m. 

Maazoun et al. (2017) focused on finding the failure mode 

and deformation of prestressed hollow core slabs when 

exposed to the blast. They examined the effects of an 

explosion by testing four hollow slabs with the constant 

charge at a different standoff. Mao et al. (2014) examined the 

performance of UHPFRC slab of size 3.5x1.3x0.1m with 

different fibre content which was simply supported and tested 

by a charge of 100 kg of TNT equivalent at 7– 12 m distance. 

It’s concluded by the fibres gave additional execution like that 

given by steel reinforcement. 

B. Panels 

Lan et al. (2005) tested the RC composite slab, SFRC slab 

exposed to explosive loading by sum of 74 specimens using 

17 explosives of 8&100kg charge weight at 5 m stand-off 

distance. They recorded the accelerations, failure modes and 

overpressure for each type slabs and max displacement by 

displacement gauge. Wang et al. (2012) studied the 

underwater blast performance of foam cores and CFRP sheets 

which were graded density. Pantelides et al. (2014) 

discovered the performance of FRC wall panel which has a 

square shape of size 1.2m under blast. Dear et al. (2017) 

tested the air and underwater blast of various polymeric foam 

and face sheet composite sandwich panels by TNT 

proportionate charge of 100 kg at 15m stand-off. 

Furthermore, the performance of sandwich panels which 

came under graded density against blast has been researched 

by Gardner. 

C. Beams 

Luccioni et al. (2004) examined the HSC which produced 

using long steel fibres which were hooked-end as 

reinforcement. They found the static and explosive behaviour 

of prism and slab by testing static and blast tests. At last found 

that, at various strands substance, improvements were 

observed in the reaction of static flexure. Liu et al. (2018) 

experimentally and analytically researched the steel RC 

beam’s blast performance by applying blast loading using live 

explosives for 10 numbers of beams. They evaluated the time 

histories of pressure reflected, different levels of damage 

modes and the displacement based on time for the damaged 

beams.  

D. Walls 

Liang et al. (2017) analyzed the deformation of the wall by 

numerical models and real time resistance against explosive 

of the wall by explosive testing. Also, they examined the 

impact of a few design parameters and found a correct model 

to less the displacement and improve the capacity of energy 

absorption. Tai et al. (2011) analyzed the dynamic reaction 

and wave pressure of the RC structure which was exposed to 

explosive by LS-DYNA software. They also found the factors 

of impact by numerical model analysis. Davidson et al. (2005) 

conducted seven explosive tests on an aggregate of twelve 

masonry walls which was reinforced with polymer. The walls 

were designed as a reusable for each test. Utilizing pressure 

gauges, deflection gauges and single-axis accelerometers, 

they estimated the Pressures, deflections and accelerations. 

Ohkubo et al. (2008) tested the RC plates which are 

reinforced with carbon sheet under explosion and they noticed 

that fragmentation was avoided by fibre sheet and increment 

of fibre results in reduction of damage due to spall. 

E. COLUMNS 

Hassan Aoude et al. (2015)  utilized shock tube for 

conducting blast test on UHPFRC columns to find the 

column’s performance against explosives. Li (2014) and Hao 

(2010) predicted the spall of concrete on column by creating 

3D numerical models under explosives. Amr A. Nassr (2013) 

analysed the performance of steel beam under explosives at a 

constant charge and standoff. Wu et al. (2009) developed the 

concrete spall composite steel-concrete column model by 

numerical under explosive load and explored the connection 

between load capacity parameter. Alicia Echevarria (2015) 

did an exploratory examination on FRC polymer tube bridge 

column which was concrete filled under explosive load. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL FIELD BLAST TEST SETUP 

Thiagarajan et al (2015) generated the real high explosives 

to create air blast pressure by utilized the Blast Load 

Simulator (BLS) which was appeared in fig 1. It comprises of 

vessels such as pressure driver, target, and expansion cone, 

transition rings. At the target vessel front end the specimen 

was connected by frame which was made of steel. A 9000 kg 

TNT was generated by the BLS utilized by the pressure 

vessel. To keep the vessel in position steel frame of 2 numbers 

was fixed and to maintain the steel as a pad for bearing 

compression, cardboard of 6.35 mm thick was set between the 

slab base and floor.  
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To create one way slab, the supporting of slab was not done 

in direction of lateral. The measurement was taken on 

deflection of mid-span, pressure reflected against blast. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Blast test set up of RC slabs, Thiagarajan et al 

(2015) 

Li (2015) et al conducted the field blast test by the appeared 

system in Fig. 2 which has frame of size 5x3.7m made by GI 

pipe. To settle the frame links of 4 were linked from the 

concrete to frame’s upper point and base was connected to the 

ground by bolt. To resist the damage of frame, in the concrete 

longitudinal axis supports were created by 2 members of 

vertical in direction. From the predefined height over the slab 

by a string, charge of explosive was released. The reflective 

air pressure was recorded by pressure sensor. 

 
Fig. 2. Reinforced UHPC Slab under field explosive, Li et 

al (2015) 

Foglar et al. (2013) directed investigation based on the design 

as appeared by Fig. 3. To omit the pressure rebound, the slab 

was set below one meter depth under the ground by channel of 

five meters long. Explosive charge of 25 kg TNT charges was 

set in the middle slab by steel chair. A speedy camera which 

has a capacity of taking 15000 frame rates per second was 

utilized to record the behaviour of slab and lightning of 

explosives. A mirror which was angled to note down the spall 

of slab was set below the specimen. The fire extrusions are 

counteracted by a frame which was timber material. Both 

sides of concrete were covered by cover towards the view of 

camera. 

 

Fig. 3. FRC Bridge blast test set up, Foglar et al.  (2013) 
 

Li et al. (2016) conducted the blast test by fixing the slab 

using bolt (Fig.4) in steel cleat with the help of a crane. To 

explore the study of slab reinforced with FRP laminates on 

explosive resistance behaviour, boundary condition as simply 

supported was generated for all out seven shots were done. 

The damage levels are found by testing the normal reinforced 

slab using 0.1 & 1kg explosives which were cylindrical and 

hollow in shapes. 

 

Fig. 4. NRC slabs exploded to field test, Li et al (2016) 

 

Li et al. (2017) tried utilizing TNT explosives in the 

close-in explosion for test the slab which is settled by bolts 

clamping system appeared in Fig 5. The test was performed 

on SFRC and SWM-SF slabs by cylindrical explosive 

charged of 12kg TNT and on NSC slab by 8kg TNT, at 

standoff distances of 0.655, 0.655 and 0.75m. An LVDT was 

used to measure the deflection by fixing it on the slab surface. 

And furthermore, Compression Test, Four Point bending Test 

and Static flexural behaviour test were also performed. Using 

LVDT, the beam’s mid-span deflection was estimated. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Steel wire mesh RC slab Field Blast test set up, Li 

et al (2018) 
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Lan et al. (2005) tested the concrete specimen which was 

held vertically with the help of bolt at corner by fixing 14 RC 

supports by 10 dia of 3 rounds of circle (fig 6). To form 

simply support condition, perimeter of the support was 

connected by steel rods using weld. For testing the specimens 

of SFRC, explosive of 8, 20 or 30 kg and for the 

PSSRC/SASS/SCSS specimens, 100 kg explosive were fixed 

at circle centre, height of specimen centre and also at 5m 

standoff. 

 

Fig. 6. Composite structural panels field explosive test 

set up of, Lan et al(2005) 

Pantelides et al. (2014) conducted the blast tests utilized by 

Explosives with a TNT equivalent 6.2– 15.6 kg. The test 

setup was (fig 7) by fixing the explosive at a 1m standoff 

distance by located at centre of the panels which was arranged 

as a pattern of square. To create the support to specimen, 

blocks of concrete were developed to fix the specimen in 

ground.  6 blasts were completed by triggering the Mylar 

break screen to trig the explosive which was held at the centre 

height. At centre of mat which was reinforced, the strain 

measuring gauges were fixed to measure the data acquisition 

and it has capable of recording 104 data per second. 

 

 

Fig. 7. FRC and RC panel blast test system setup, Pantelides 

et al (2014) 

Dear et al. (2017) conducted the test on panels which was 

sandwich composite by performing an air, underwater blast 

tests (Fig 8) by set the explosive of 100 kg TNT at a distance 

of 15m standoff in the front facing and also damage after blast 

was analyzed. The test was carried out by fixing the panel 

using bolts. Record of the events and causes of explosives 

were captured by the camera which was positioned at 25m 

away. The reviews of cracks in the particle damage after 

explosive were done by separating the damaged piece into 

112 numbers of pieces after blasting. In underwater explosive 

test was performed by 1 kg of plastic blast charge fixed at a 

standoff of 1 m from centre and at 3.5m depth below water 

and the panels were fixed as the same as air blast setup. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Air and underwater explosive test setup systems, 

Dear et al (2017) 

Liu et al. (2018) tested all beams using TNT explosive which 

was fixed at the centre specific height exploded using shock 

wave propagator. A mass base of concrete was developed to 

support the beam and at the lower side, it was supported by a 

groove. The pressure sensor which was known as KD 9-20 

was used to record the displacement at centre span of member 

and to change that displacement to measurable electrical signs 

(Fig. 9). To record pressure waves due to explosives, DPR 

Recorder were utilized. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Field Blast test set up of RC beams and columns, 

Liu et al (2018) 

Liang et al. (2017) set up the experiment by developing an RC 

room of size 3.4 m ×3.2 m ×2.0 m with one side masonry wall 

and steel channel were used to fit the specimen for testing with 

the help of U clamp (Fig.10). Over the steel channel, a pole 

was embedded as a vertical divider to hold the explosive 

charge and charged through the iron wire. To build up the 

impact parameters explosive TNT was utilized and recorded. 

 
Fig. 10. Field Blast test set up of composite 

blast-resistant wall, Liang et al (2017) 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

According to the analysis of blast test conducted on the 

various structural elements, the results were discussed below. 

It has been seen pressure reflection due to blast was lower in 

the vast majority of the structural materials (steel, solid, glass, 

and so forth.) compared to materials light in weight (Smith 

2006). Transfer of energy to the main structure was less and 

helps to mitigate the blast pressure was more for the materials 

which were flexible and light in weight. (Dusenberry 2004). 

To improve the capacity of mitigation, the wall top should be 

canopy or overhang (Smith 2006). Kuang et al. (2011) found 

most powerful tool by numerical model to analyze slab 

dynamic response. Thiagarajan et al. (2015) concluded that 

protection level was improved and response level was 

lessened by producing high strength concrete utilizing 

materials which have high strength. Li et al. (2015) resulted 

that the conventional slab was performed low compared to 

Ultra High Performance concrete slab with 2% fibre on 

explosive loads. Li et al. (2016)  said that SFRC panels made 

with 1% fibre concentration were performed well, and 

according to size of fibre in crack resistance and spalling 

resistance, lengthy fibre behaved superior to small size fibre. 

Garfield et al. (2011) said that Normal concrete with GFRP 

laminated performed similarly to FRC under explosive loads. 

Maazoun et al. (2017) finalized that the behaviour of RCHC 

slab in cracks due to flexure and mid-span deflection was 

more compared to prestressed concrete hollow slab when 

utilizing prestressing. Li (2017) et al. found that loading 

capacity loss of NRC slab was serious when spall and smash 

of concrete taken place under explosive condition in close 

environment when compared to UHPC. Lan et al. (2005) 

showed that according to failure, SFRC panel affected by 

plastic hinge deformation at the same time slab which was 

made by normal concrete got failure completely. Davidson et 

al. (2005) settled that the propagation of shock wave was very 

effective based on the size of mesh. Damage was occurring at 

centre of slab when slab had a less reinforcement ratio. Lan et 

al. (2005) revealed that better blast resistance was achieved 

by addition 1% of fibres. Pantelides et al. (2014)  dissected 

the reinforcement spacing was to be in the limit for better 

panel performance. Compared to other panels, steel 

reinforced FRC performed better. Dear et al. (2017) exploded 

that the damage and deflection were less in the sandwich 

panel. Liu et al. (2018) demonstrated that on back surface, the 

damages moved from few small cracks to spalling of surface 

with the decrement of the distance of blast. Likewise, on 

surface top crushing took place and also expansion took place 

on RC beams under the heavy explosive charge.  Luccioni B. 

et al. (2004) said that to overcome the dynamic and static 

failure, researchers suggested the HSFRC. Liang et al. (2017) 

revealed that the explosive had a severe impact on 

deformation and failure. Under explosive, the rupture in petal 

shape occurred in wall and it tends to deformation at centre. 

Model was designed to lessen the displacement which was 

permanently maximum and increase the capacity of absorbing 

energy. Tai et al. (2011) concluded that introduction of fibres 

lessens the thickness of cracks, deflection, zone of erosion 

and spalling and also increase the explosive. Behaviour in 

static and explosive was increased by addition of long hooked 

end fibre in HSC.  

Li et al. (2014)  It is discovered the damage of RC column due 

to spall was caused by column depth and reinforcement 

layouts. Expanding depth of the column or using more area of 

reinforcement provides resistance to damage due to spalling 

and to predict damage, expressions by analytical was found. 

Wu et al. (2011) said that improvement of shear and bending 

of column was by expanding the depth of column and the 

diagnostic outcomes concluded that the response of column 

against explosive was not favoured by column height. Hassan 

Aoude et al. (2015) reasoned that, 2% to 4% fibre addition in 

UHPFRC results in improvement of resistance against 

explosive and resistance to displacements which was residual 

and maximum. Fibre properties must be ensured. Barnett 

(2008) explored that expanding the fibre dose created an 

expansion in the maximum load resistance. It was discovered 

that the higher rate of fibre results in toughness and lower rate 

gave high increment in dynamic affect. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Most of the literature shows that concrete made with fibre 

had a good blast performance. Less strength and less ductile 

fibres mixed into the concrete will give blast performance to 

the concrete. Transfer of energy to the main structure was less 

and helps to mitigate the blast pressure was more for the 

materials which were flexible and light in weight. Due to 

expensive and time consumption of field blast test, new 

innovative methodologies have to be designed. To overcome 

the damages of structures, strengthening of members by 

various techniques and protection or mitigation strategies to 

the structures can be quite good. From the above reviewed 

literature, it can be concluded that design the structure as a 

blast resistant using fibre reinforced concrete or lightweight 

materials or further advanced energy absorbent materials to 

resist the collapse of the structure. The blast resistant 

structures will be designed as per the Indian standards IS 

4991. 
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